This paper is concerned with the study of the dual of a C*-algebra as a matrix ordered space. It is shown that an n x n matrix of linear functional of a C*-algebra, satisfying the generalized positivity condition, induces a representation of the algebra that generalizes the classical Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation. This allows analysis of the relationship between the comparability of cyclic representations of the algebra and the matricial order structure of the dual. We consider the problem of unitary diagonalization of linear functional and show that positive normal functionals on a matrix algebra over a semifinite von Neumann algebra can always be diagonalized.
Introduction and preliminaries
The dual of a C* -algebra has the natural matrix order. An n x n matrix [pjk] of linear functionals on a C*-algebra ^ is said to be an n-positive linear functional on ^ if [p¡k{Ajk)] is a positive n x n matrix whenever [Ajk] is a positive element of the C* -algebra of nxn matrices over ^. If [pjk] satisfies the normalization condition p..,(/) = 1 for each j in {1,...,«}, we say that [pjk] is an n-state (multi-state, when n is not specified).
In this paper we develop basic theory of multi-states, and our approach is motivated by the case of a single state. Thus with each «-positive linear functional of ^ we associate a representation of % that generalizes the classical GNS representation (Theorem 2.1). This enables to clarify the relationship between the comparability of cyclic representations of í¿ and the matricial order structure of %*. We characterize irreducible and factor representations engendered by multi-states in terms of component functionals, and use this characterization to locate a certain class of extreme points in the set of identity preserving completely positive maps of í¿ into Mn (C). Finally, we consider the problem of unitary diagonalization of linear functionals on a matrix algebra over a C*-algebra (see Section 3). We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the diagonalization. While the answer is negative in general, it is shown that positive normal functionals on the von Neumann algebra of n x n matrices over a semifinite countably decomposable von Neumann algebra can always be diagonalized.
Throughout the paper all C* -algebras are assumed to be unital and 7 will always denote the identity. If L is a linear space and « is a positive integer, Mn(L) will denote the linear space of nx n matrices over L. If 5? is a Hilbert space and x, y are two vectors in 3t, we shall denote by cox the linear functional on 33 (Jf), the algebra of all bounded operators on 3?, given by (ox (A) = (Ax,y)
(A e 33(5?)). cox is the abbreviation of oex x . The «-positive linear functionals of a C*-algebra í¿ form a positive cone that induces the natural order on Mn(^').
This order is also induced by the positive linear functionals on the C*-algebra Mn(^), as seen from the following well-known fact. Proposition 1.1. The map T:Mn(%*) -* (Mn(%S))* given by
is an order isomorphism between Mn(í/*) and (Mn(%/))*.
Proof. Each p in (Mn(^))* is uniquely determined by the linear functionals Pjk on % given by pJk(A) = p(A®Ejk), where A®E-k denotes the matrix in M"(^0 whose (j ,k) entry is A and all the other entries are 0; and we have: Remark. Suppose % is a C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space ßf. Then MnÇ%f) is represented faithfully on ®"=x%', the direct sum of n copies of f%?, through the usual matrix action on "column vectors"; and we see that for each vector x = (xx, ... ,xn) in ®"k=x^ the functional oex\MnC%f) corresponds through the isomorphism T to the «-positive linear functional [co¡k] , where %* = GV*,I^ U,k e {!,...,«}).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Consequently, n(A) is bounded on 5f ¡JV and extends by continuity to a bounded linear operator on 3? (also denoted by n(A)). It is easy to see that n is an algebra homomorphism of %. Furthermore, for any A = {A{)"=1 and
which implies that n(A)* = n(A*). Therefore n is a representation of ô n 3t. Finally, for each /' in {1,...,«} let x¡ denote the vector /.-+JV, where Ii is the element of S? whose /-th component is 7 and all the other components are 0. Since A + AV = J2"=\ n(Ai)xi when A = (At)"=x, {xx, ... ,xn} is a generating set for n(%) on 3?. Also pjk(A) = (n(A)(7k +Jr),(7j + JV)) = {n(A)xk,Xj) = o)XkX(n(A)) for all A e % and all j,k e {1,...,«}. This completes the proof.
In the sequel the representation n of Theorem 2.1 will be called the representation engendered by [pjk] . Assuming the converse we have (n(U¡k)xk,x,) = PJk(Ujk) = 1. As \\n(Ujk)xk\\ = \\x.\\ = 1, it follows that n(Ujk)xk = xj. Therefore [n(&)xj] = [n{f2¿)xk], and P1-= Pk for each j and k. Since x,,... ,xn form a generating set for nifit), this implies that 7?' = 7 for each /. Consequently k(&) = n(%f)Pj acts irreducibly.
If n(%/)" is a factor, then the central carrier, Cpl, of P\ is the identity for each /; so that n{^¿) is isomorphic to n(fî/)P'., and p are quasi-equivalent factor states ([3, 10.3.3]).
Conversely, if p.. are quasi-equivalent factor states, then n(^)"p'. is a factor and Cpl = I for each j. If C is a nonzero projection in the center of n(%f)", then C73' ^ 0 for some î. Since CP' belongs to the center of n(W]"P\, CP\ = P\; so that C > Cpl = I. Hence C = 7, and n(%)" is a factor. The set of all «-states of a C*-algebra ^ is convex and compact in the topology of weak * convergence on Mn (ÎS* ). From the Krein-Milman theorem it is the weak * closure of the convex hull of extremal «-states. 
Unitary diagonalization
This section is concerned with the problem of diagonalization of linear functionals on a matrix algebra over a C*-algebra. Given a (unital) C*-algebra ^, we shall denote by Et (i = 1, ... ,«) the projection in MnÇ%/) whose matrix has 7 on the z'th diagonal entry and has all the other entries 0. A linear functional tp on Mn(f/) is called diagonal if <p(EAEk) = 0 for all j j= k and A e Mn(W) In terms of the matrix [<pJk] in Mfl(^*) corresponding to tp this is equivalent to the condition that [<pjk] is diagonal. The problem we consider is whether for a linear functional co on M¿(S8Q there exist a unitary U e Mn(%f) such that the functional tp given by <p(A) = co(UAU*) is diagonal. In this case we shall say that co is unitarily diagonalizable. Recall that the centralizer of a linear functional co on a C*-algebra 33 is the set Ww = {He 33\co(AH) = co(HA) for al A e 33}. ^ is a C*-subalgebra of 33 if co is positive. We shall show first that the relative commutant {K}c = {K}' n Mn(3?) belongs to the centralizer Wm. For this we note that K is a one-to-one map.
Indeed, if P is the null-projection of K, then KP = 0 and from (*), x(P) = t((7 -K)P) = to(KP) = 0. Since x is faithful, this implies P = 0. Thus, Remark. The possibility of unitary diagonalization of normal states on matrix algebras over semi-finite countably decomposable von Neumann algebras is due to the fact that the centralizers are always relatively large. This need not be the case if the von Neumann algebra is of type III. In [ 1 ] the example was shown of a faithful normal state on a type III factor, whose centralizer consists of the scalar multiples of the identity. This indicates a counterexample illustrating the failure of unitary diagonalization in the type III case.
